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New Books @ HHSS 
Layover by David Bell 

Heart of the Moors by Holly Black 

Fireblood by Elly Blake 

Empire of Wild by Cherie Dimaline 

Stepsister by Jennifer Donnelly 

Wicked Saints by Emily A Duncan 

Bringing Down the Duke by Evie Dunmore 

The Reluctant Fundamentalist by Mohsin Hamid 

Home Front Girls by Suzanne Hays & Loretta Nyhan 

The Woman in the White Kimono by Ana Johns 

The Map of Salt and Stars by Zeyn Joukhadar 

The Institute by Stephen King 

Spin the Dawn by Elizabeth Lim 

The Nanny by Gilly MacMillan 

Edgar  An Autobiography by Edgar Martinez 

Crow Winter by Karen McBride 

Highway of Tears by Jessica McDiarmid 

The Starless Sea by Erin Morgenstern 

Cilka’s Journey by Heather Morris 

Love at First Like by Hannah Orenstein 

The Merciful Crow by Margaret Owen 

Vow of Thieves by Mary E Pearson 

Disappearing Earth by Julia Phillips 

Wilder Girls by Rory Power 

The Flight Girls by Noelle Salazar 

Bloodleaf by Crystal Smith 

Red at the Bone by Jacqueline Woodson 

Frankly in Love by David Yoon 

As Many Nows As I Can Get by Shana Youngdahl 

We Are Displaced by Malala Yousafzai 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quotes of the Month 
“Dreams are necessary to life.”  Anais Nin 

 

“We are an intelligent species and the use of our intelligence 

quite properly gives us pleasure.”  Carl Sagan 

 

 

HHSS Husky Series 
Book Club 

The library at Huron Heights 

sponsors one book club – the Husky 

Series.  Looking forward to meeting 

with you January 10
th

, 2020 for the first meeting of the year.  

We will be meeting during the 2
nd

 half of your lunch in the 

library.  Please speak with Miss Reoch for further information. 

 

 

The Writers Corner 
Do you enjoy writing?  Ever consider submitting your work to 

a writing festival?  If not, take a look at these possibilities!! 

 

www.tnq.ca/wildwriters 

www.alicemunrofestival.ca 

www.bookfestwindsor.com 

www.lakefieldliteraryfestival.com 

www.gritlit.ca 

www.edenmillswritersfestival.ca 

 

Everybody’s Talking 
Penny Power:  An artist from Arizona, USA uses an unusual 

canvas for her work: pennies.  Bryanna Marie experimented 

with using oil paint on copper.  She was looking for a challenge 

and decided to try painting scenes on the copper coins.  

Because of their size, she had to work carefully and patiently to 

produce the miniature works of art, which include outdoor 

scenes, animals and flowers.  She was thrilled with the results. 

Place to Visit:  Visitors to Mexico should not pass by a gem of 

a place called Merida.  This colonial city is only about a 3 ½ 

hour drive from the resorts in Cancun.  The architecture is 

colourful and there is a plentiful supply of cafes and artisan 

boutiques.  Not only that, but local food is delicious, with 

papadzules and panuchos in every restaurant.  The city is  

rooted in Mayan culture, and there are many archaeological 

sites in the vicinity. 

 

Did You Know…  
Cotton Candy:  Tennessee candy makers William Morrison 

and John C Warton presented the world’s first cotton candy 

machine in 1904 at the St Louis World’s Fair.  They called 

their product “Fairy Floss” and sold it for 25 cents 

No Waste:  In Sweden, environmental efforts are so efficient 

that barely one percent of waste ends up in landfills.  About 

half of the country’s household waste is recycled and the 

other half is incinerated in special power plants that 

generate heat for homes. 

Big Birds:  The California condor is big, from 3.5 to 4.5 

feet (1 to 1.4 metres) tall.  But the wingspan, which can be 

as wide as 10 feet (3 metres), is really spectacular.  These 

birds can soar without a wing flap for several miles. 

 

On the Lighter Side 
 

What do you do if King Kong sits in front of you at the theatre?  

Miss the entire movie. 

 

Ben:  “Did you take a bath?” 

Ken:  “Why?  Is there one missing?” 

 

You know you’re getting old when the only thing you want for 

your birthday is not to be reminded of it. 

 

What is red and bad for your teeth?  A brick. 
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